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Abstract
Effective management and allocation of resources remains a challenging paradigm for future large-scale networks such as 5G,
especially under a network slicing scenario where the different services will be characterized by differing Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements. This makes the task of guaranteeing the QoS levels and maximizing the resource utilization across such networks
a complicated task. Moreover, the existing allocation strategies with link sharing tend to suffer from inefficient network resource
usage. Therefore, we focused on prioritized sliced resource management in this work and the contributions of this paper can be
summarized as formally defining and evaluating a self-provisioned resource management scheme through a smart Squatting and
Kicking model (SKM) for multi-class networks. SKM provides the ability to dynamically allocate network resources such as
bandwidth, Label Switched Paths (LSP), fiber, slots among others to different user priority classes. Also, SKM can guarantee the
correct level of QoS (especially for the higher priority classes) while optimizing the resource utilization across networks. Moreover,
given the network slicing scenarios, the proposed scheme can be employed for admission control. Simulation results show that our
model achieves 100% resource utilization in bandwidth-constrained environments while guaranteeing higher admission ratio for
higher priority classes. From the results, SKM provided 100% acceptance ratio for highest priority class under different input traffic
volumes, which, as we articulate, cannot be sufficiently achieved by other existing schemes such as AllocTC-Sharing model due to
priority constraints.
Keywords: Resource Management, SKM, Utilization Optimization, Class of Service, Dynamic Resource Allocation.
1. Introduction
The Internet community has experienced an influx of new
services and applications that are characterized by stringent
requirements in terms of throughput, reliability, energy con-
sumption, among others. Supporting these various services re-
quires an agile and flexible network [1]. To this effect, Network
Function Virtualization (NFV) and Software Defined Network
(SDN) have been envisioned as the basis for the agility and
flexibility required by the future networks (e.g., 5G) [2]. Ser-
vice differentiation with different QoS requirements will be re-
alized through network slices in the form of independent, mu-
tually isolated, self-contained, logical networks consisting of
both shared and reserved resources [3]. Moreover, since the
different slices are characterized by users belonging to different
service groups, in principle, the different slices are attributed
to different priorities. Thus, this introduces a novelty in terms
of inter-slice and intra-slice prioritization. End-to-end network
slicing (e.g. Access, core, Transport, Backhauls) entails slicing
in both links and node resources. However, the management of
link resources is a more critical part of the network slicing and
presents new research challenges to be addressed (e.g., band-
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on the links, and isolation between the slices in terms of traffic)
compared to node resources [4–9].
In order to transport many types of services over the same
network, the network must provide different QoS assurances
for the different types of services, especially in congested sce-
narios. Service Level Agreements (SLAs) have been previously
used to define the service quality experienced by traffic transit-
ing the network and are expressed in terms of parameters such
as latency, jitter, bandwidth guarantees, packet loss and down-
time [10]. During the past several years, many algorithms have
surfaced for providing QoS for communication networks. The
fundamental objective of any QoS algorithm is to ensure that
excessive congestion does not occur for the packets with as-
sured QoS. Also, it should be noted that the QoS algorithms do
not create additional capacity, but only support prioritization of
traffic and allocation of capacity under congested conditions, or
to reduce the source rates to decrease congestion [11, 12]. In
today’s competitive market, the service providers have rolled
out revenue-generating services in their networks through as-
signing applications to different classes of service and marking
the traffic appropriately at the edge routers. Therefore, different
services are classified into several classes [12].
This multi-class and multi-priority nature of future networks
makes the resource management problem non-trivial. Firstly,
there exists a challenge on how to efficiently distribute the
scarce network resources such as bandwidth among hetero-
geneous networks services characterized by a great variety of
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functional and non-functional requirements [13]. Secondly,
how to efficiently guarantee QoS and isolation for high prior-
ity users especially in congested scenarios while guaranteeing
maximum resource utilization [4, 14].
Consequently, to meet the above challenges, techniques such
as network slicing will be crucial and it will require complete
and effective models. These models need to be stricter on pri-
oritization for differentiating the traffic classes under congested
scenarios to improve the utilization. They also need to provide
high protection for higher priority traffic class users which is
crucial for the QoS guarantee [4, 5, 15, 16]. In addition, for
bandwidth management, given such a multi-class scenario with
prioritized demands, Bandwidth Allocation Models (BAMs)
have been proposed in the past to map application requirements
and priorities on a set of traffic classes. BAMs establish the
amount of bandwidth per-class and any eventual resource shar-
ing among them [17]. Moreover, BAMs can handle resource al-
location for any resources such as bandwidth, LSPs, fiber, other
[18]. Notably, in literature, several works treat attempt to per-
form dynamic bandwidth allocation for guaranteeing a given
QoS level per class and optimize the utilization. These contri-
butions are based on the Maximum Allocation Model (MAM)
[19], Russian Doll Model (RDM) [20], Generalized RDM (G-
RDM) [21], AllocTC-Sharing model (AllocTC) [22], where the
main objective of these models is to guarantee a better QoS for
the dynamic class of service and improve network utilization.
In these models, there are different policies for bandwidth allo-
cation for traffic demands with higher priority with respect to
others [23]. In other words, lower priority traffic can be favored
when the conditions allow it in order to make the differentia-
tion between priorities not to be harsh. This would be based
on the fact that the reserved bandwidth for high priority classes
could be underutilized by the lower priority ones when apply-
ing these models. This could defeat the objective of reliable
and efficient management of bandwidth that should otherwise,
guarantee the QoS performance [24]. Nevertheless, these mod-
els need to enhance and support differentiated services together
with automated, class-based, networking service provisioning.
In light of that, this paper formally defines and evaluates,
squatting and kicking techniques for self-provisioned resource
sharing in multi-class networks context in order to be able to
provide 100% utilization. The squatting technique enables any
class of service to squat or share the unused resources from
another class of service. The squatting technique allows higher
priority classes of service to utilize resources reserved for lower
priority ones when being unused and vice versa. For higher pri-
ority classes, it is intended to improve the utilization, increase
the acceptance ratio of the demands, and guarantee no rejection
of demands when there exist unutilized resources in the net-
work exist. On the other hand, the kicking technique guarantees
better QoS for higher priority traffic, where the higher priority
classes can kick out lower priority ones out of their currently
allocated resources. The proposed algorithm strictly prioritizes
higher priority classes in congested scenarios while operating
similar to other BAMs for the non-congested scenarios.
This study has been carried out splitting the available re-
sources in a link among the pool of classes of traffic com-
ing from IP-Differentiated Services (DiffServ) network into the
DiffServ-aware, Traffic Engineering (TE) - enabled network do-
main (i.e. multi-class network) according to IETF-RFC docu-
ments, to enhance the per-link total resource utilization on a
class of service basis [25, 26]. Moreover, the proposed model
can be applied to DiffServ-aware Multi-Protocol Label Switch-
ing (DS-MPLS) networks using their TE capabilities [27].
The main contributions of this article are as follows:
1. SKM is a QoS algorithm for multi-class networks and can
be used with any networks such as Elastic Optical Network
(EON), wireless network, MPLS and among others. We
introduced the mathematical definitions of SKM.
2. SKM provides a new policy for selecting and serving de-
mands, which takes QoS constraints into account for dif-
ferent priorities/classes.
3. We evaluated and analyzed the performance of the pro-
posed SKM against the most referenced algorithms in
BAMs such as RDM and AllocTC in terms of link load
per class, link load, utilization, and acceptance ratio to re-
flect the ability to manage multi-class demands in a limited
resource network, and the ability to adapt to different input
traffic volumes. Moreover, according to the strategies that
are usually applied in BAMs, to the best of our knowledge,
no solution effectively guarantees as high QoS as SKM for
high priority traffic and provisions 100% total resource uti-
lization at the same time.
4. Additional evaluations for the proposed SKM were also
introduced, for showing the effect of varying demand life-
time on the performance of each scheme under high traffic
loading in the higher priority classes, in terms of utilization
and acceptance ratio. Also, we compared our proposed al-
gorithm’s performance against the most referenced uncon-
strained algorithms, i.e., First-In-First-Out (FIFO) in terms
of utilization and acceptance ratio metrics.
Moreover, Promised performance enhancements by the pro-
posed model (i.e., SKM) are listed as follows:
1. Optimized resource utilization through efficient allocation
of the resource demands on the network.
2. Guarantees high admission of higher priority classes un-
der different input traffic volumes (especially in congested
scenarios). On the other hand, when the traffic is not con-
gested the SKM behaves similar to MAM, RDM and Al-
locTC.
3. Adaptability to emerging technologies that are character-
ized by diverse QoS requirements and prioritized admis-
sion control, especially under network slicing scenario.
Practical application scenarios:
The SKM is a suitable strategy for emerging technologies that
are characterized by diverse QoS requirements and prioritized
admission control. The concept of QoS allows certain types of
traffic to be prioritized in the network. If some traffic, such as
video, is more important than others in a network, then by using
the SKM, a network administrator can prioritize that video traf-
fic to ensure that the service remains uninterrupted while the
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other traffic may be suspended or even dropped. Another ex-
ample can be the emergency scenarios. Directly after an emer-
gency incident, first responders (e.g., police, firefighters, med-
ical personnel, among others) are sent to the incident area for
rescue and relief operations. As the first minutes are vital to sav-
ing human lives, robust and ubiquitous communications should
be available to first responders.
Also, diverse QoS requirements are typical in the 5G net-
work, which are expected to serve flexible and diversified re-
quirements. Hence the need to allocate resources dynamically
while respecting priorities is crucial.
A case at hand will be network slicing scenario, where the
different slices have varying priorities in terms of admission
and resource allocation. Another application could be resource
management in Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) scenario,
where physical resources require sufficient reservation plus al-
location phases to satisfy virtual demands on top of a substrate
network that has limited residual capacities.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 provides an overview of the related work in literature. Section
3 shows a set of definitions, as well as introduces the notation
used in this article. Section 4 elaborates on the existing resource
allocation models. Section 5 presents the proposed model and
squatting-kicking concepts. Section 6 describes performance
evaluation issues. Section 7 explains the asymptotic behaviour
of each algorithm in terms of the acceptance ratio with vary-
ing lifetime. Section 8 shows a summary of the findings from
the simulations. Finally, section 9 concludes the paper and pro-
poses recommendations for future work.
2. Related works
Effective management and allocation of the dynamic re-
sources need smart models which consist of:
• Developing a new QoS algorithm for large scale networks.
• Optimizing the utilization and more restrict on priorities
according to the QoS constraints.
2.1. Related works focusing on QoS
The fundamental objective of any QoS algorithm is to en-
sure that excessive congestion does not occur for the demands
with assured QoS. During the past several years, numerous
QoS management models have been broadly studied and de-
scribed for instance Best Effort (BE) [28], Integrated Services
(IntServ), Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [29] and
DiffServ [30] were broadly analyzed and implemented. These
models based on the specific use of the octet named traffic class
[31].
DiffServ model aims at solving the limitations and problems
of IntServ and BE management models even in the congested
network case. This is achieved by introducing three key oper-
ation primitives: (i) Definition of local service policies at each
router (the so-called Per-Hop Behavior or PHB), (ii) Utilization
of loose resource reservations for traffic classes, and (iii) Flex-
ible traffic class identification mechanism based on three main
classes plus class prioritization. However, DiffServ model is
unable to ensure end-to-end QoS levels by its own, since no
traffic management is supported. At this point, MPLS-TE at-
tracted much attention [32, 33].
Thus, DS-MPLS networks using their TE capabilities allow
guarantee of QoS for each type of traffic according to the class
of service it belongs to [34]. It ensures the management and
allocation of available bandwidth in the network. The benefits
of the class of service constraints are to maintain the appropriate
QoS for the required bandwidth. One of the key algorithms of
the DS-TE is the specification of a bandwidth constraint model,
which describes the allocation of the bandwidth to individual
class types in order to enhance the QoS of traffic streams and to
optimize resource utilization as described in [32].
In general, it should be ensured that some network resources
do not become over utilized and congested while other subsets
along alternate paths remain underutilized. Bandwidth is a cru-
cial resource in contemporary networks. Therefore, advanced
techniques for bandwidth resource allocation and management
are required.
2.2. Resource allocation and QoS models
Several works in the literature dealt with the dynamic band-
width allocation for guaranteeing a given QoS level per class
and optimizing utilization. Preemption and squatting are con-
sistent approaches that can be adapted to guarantee QoS. Thus,
BAMs such as MAM, RDM, and AllocTC, with a reservation
are used as preemption strategies while BAM with squatting
and kicking strategies (soft and hard) are discussed in [35].
In [36], the authors proposed a new algorithm based on RDM
to support dynamic bandwidth allocation for DiffServ classes
and improve bandwidth efficiency by allowing the triple-play
services to share the bandwidth. The allocation of bandwidth
is based on the classification and prioritization of service. The
proposed scheme is applied for Ethernet Passive Optical Net-
work (EPON) and provides fairness factor and services priority
for the required bandwidth of the request.
The general problem of the algorithms based on RDM is that
the resources reservation is carried out from the bottom to top,
which means that lower priority classes share its resources with
higher ones and not the inverse. Also, the general problems of
the algorithms based on MAM are that any class cannot use the
available resources from another given class. In order to over-
come the problems of MAM and RDM performance, several
works have been carried out proposing new dynamic bandwidth
sharing algorithms based on modified MAM or RDM strategies
such as [21, 24, 37–40]. However, these models can not guar-
antee high admission for higher priority classes and give 100%
network utilization at the same time.
Efficient utilization can be achieved by making the reserva-
tion of resources either from the top or down. In this regards,
the authors in [22], proposed a model called AllocTC, which
provides sharing of the unusable bandwidth of high bandwidth
applications priority with low priority and vice versa. In [18],
the authors studied the behaviour and resource allocation char-
acteristics of the BAMs then they compared distinct BAMs us-
ing different traffic scenarios in order to investigate the impact
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of a dynamic change of the BAM configured in the EON net-
work. The authors prove by simulation that AllocTC is more
efficient in terms of optimizing the utilization of the link and
that it is better suited for elastic traffic and high bandwidth uti-
lization. The authors in [23], propose a new approach with a
combination of (MAM, RDM, G-RDM, and AllocTC) models
based on a controller by using different metrics to switch from
one model to another one in order to improve performance in
terms of link utilization, blocking probability, and packet num-
ber. In [27], the authors proposed a new SDN-based architec-
ture following a new smart and dynamic model (smart Alloc)
for allocation and managing the QoS and routing with QoS con-
straints for a DS-TE network. This model is based on RDM
and AllocTC strategies and aims, firstly, to classify flows based
on their threshold severity (high, medium, and low). What-
ever the priority of the flow belonging to the high threshold, the
latter can benefit from the loans of the other categories. Sec-
ondly, to collect bandwidth from other categories and to calcu-
late the fairness index in order to allocate resources precisely to
all flows taking into account their priorities. Smart Alloc was
implemented on a controller to manage QoS and routing for
only the MPLS DS-TE networks.
However, all these models cannot guarantee high admission
for higher priority classes.
In our previous works, [35, 41, 42], we proposed the concept
of SKM in order to give 100% overall network utilization while
guaranteeing high admission for higher priority classes for any
resources (e.g., EON) as the following: In [35] the authors pro-
pose a resources allocation method for EON based on a modi-
fied RDM using squatting and kicking strategies in order to pri-
oritize the usage of channels and enhancing the total utilization
which can also be used as an admission control. The mecha-
nism is described and compared to existing proposals for a few
representative numerical examples, regarding the flexibility in
the allocation per class. The strategy regards the EON con-
straints and assumes the optical spectrum to be partitioned and
reserved for several different classes. These partitions are allo-
cated according to the priority of the demands and the strategy
proposed. This work extends the concepts in [35] by adding on-
line and offline distinction and giving the algorithms in a more
formal framework. Moreover, in this work, the performance of
the proposed algorithms is analyzed by not only representative
examples but also simulations that vary the system parameters.
In [41], an offline resource allocation strategy is proposed for
EON embedding to improve the computational capacity. The
proposed model considers priority classes and utilizes NFV ar-
chitecture. The proposed algorithm is described, analyzed, and
compared with existing models in terms of flexibility in re-
source allocation per class and prioritization of channel usage.
This work differs from [41] in terms of: i) adding online version
of the algorithm, ii) using more formal framework for defining
the system, iii) evaluating the performance against more recent
alternative algorithms (e.g., AllocTC) under various scenario
conditions, iv) adding efficient implementation strategies, and
v) adding complexity analysis. In [42], we introduced a new
flexible admission control mechanism on a pool of resources
based on squatting and kicking techniques (SKM) which can
be employed under network slicing scenario. The main dif-
ference is that the algorithm used in [42] only checks the ca-
pacity of the system (i.e., a pool of resources) to potentially
accept the demand without considering the links. Therefore, it
only focuses on satisfying the simple demands, where the de-
mands are just admitted according to a pool of resources. On
the other hand, this study considers the underlying network and
the demand structure is much more complicated compared to
the previous study in [42] (i.e., the demands are the paths with
a required capacity in a given network). Hence, finding routing
paths in a given network and allocating/reserving the resources
along the path should be considered, which has an extra com-
plexity compared to the setup of [42]. Additionally, this work
differs from the previous study in [42] in terms of: i) using
more formal framework for defining the system, ii) evaluating
the performance under various scenario conditions, iii) adding
efficient implementation strategies, and iv) adding complex and
in-depth analysis.
3. Definitions and notation
This section has two purposes: The first one introduces the
terminology that will be used along with the document, part of
which is based on IETF-RFC documents [20, 32, 43–45]. The
second purpose is to describe the notation used along with the
model’s description, analytical model and evaluation sections
in the article.
3.1. Definitions
• Demand: The number of resources required to be allocated
to the network. The fundamental parameters for gener-
ating the demand are several such as source node, desti-
nation, type of resources, amount of resources requested,
priority, and lifetime (period time) for an online case.
• Class-Type (CT). A CT (also class or Class of Service
(CoS)): The set of traffic trunks crossing a link that is gov-
erned by a specific set of resources constraints. Where
the traffic trunks are defined as an aggregate of traffic
flows/demands belonging to the same class. CT is used
for the purposes of resources allocation, constraint-based
routing and admission control [20, 43].
• Preemption (P): The act of removing demand from a given
path (link) in order to give room to another demand with
a higher priority. Preemption is implemented by two pri-
orities, namely, setup and holding priorities. More specif-
ically, the preemption attributes determine whether a de-
mand with a certain setup preemption priority can preempt
another demand with a lower holding preemption priority
from a given path when there is a competition for available
resources. The preempted demand may then be rerouted
[14, 32, 44].
• Setup priority (s): The priority of the new demand with
respect to taking resources from the path (link). The setup
priority is used in deciding whether this demand can pre-
empt another demand. For preemption to occur, the setup
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priority of the new demand must be higher than the hold-
ing priority of the existing demand. Also, the act of pre-
empting the existing demand must produce sufficient re-
sources to support the new demand. That is, preemption
occurs only if the new demand can be set up successfully
[45].
• Holding priority (h): The priority of the established de-
mand with respect to holding resources in the path (link).
In other words, holding preemption priority is the priority
value used to determine the degree to which an active de-
mand can maintain its assigned resources initially. When
the holding priority is high, the existing demand is less
likely to give up its reservation, and hence it is unlikely
that the demand can be preempted [45].
• Traffic Class (TC): The pair of class-type and preemption
priority allowed for that class type. Which means that the
given demand from that CT can use that preemption prior-
ity as the setup priority (s = p), the holding priority (h = p),
or both (s = h = p) [20]. TC populate the so-called multi-
class networks. A multi-class network is used to transmit
multiple classes of service at the same time. Therefore,
the multi-class network implements the necessary mecha-
nisms to allow specific traffic management per class.
• Reserved (CTb, h): The total amount of the resources re-
served by all the established demands that belong to CTb
and have a holding priority of h [20].
In this article, we define the two main strategies to han-
dle resources (e.g., bandwidth, LSPs, fiber, slots) among
classes; the Squatting and the Kicking:
• Squatting: Act or action of occupying resources allocated
to other classes when their holders are not using them.
It must be noted that squatting can be applied over re-
sources allocated to either higher priority classes (default
behaviour) or lower priority ones. This concept is further
elaborated in the following sections [35, 41].
• Kicking: Act or action of expelling a lower priority class
from its allocated resources, either partially or totally. In
the context of this paper, we use kicking to imply the abil-
ity to remove resources from a lower priority class in-
cluding both borrowed and those that are reserved for that
class. Preemption, on the other hand, denotes expulsion of
a lower priority class demand from resources it borrowed
from other classes and not its reserved resources [35, 41].
Any class can adopt either a squatting or a kicking behaviour.
Moreover, any class can have a subject or target role in a squat-
ting or kicking process, depending on whether it is executing
the process (subject role) or it is receiving the action (target
role).
3.2. Notation
A description of all parameters and decision variables used
in this article is provided in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively.
Table 1: Parameters of the Model
Abbreviation Explanation
RCc
Resource constraints for class c also equal
to maximum reservable resources for class
c
CTc
Class of priority c where c ∈ [1,N] and
CTN is the highest priority class and CT1 is
the lowest priority class.
R
Maximum reservable resources for all
classes together and is equal to link
capacity
d j(CTc)
The amount of resources (size) of demand j
belonging to class c where j ∈ [1,D].
Where D is the total number of demands
by all classes
Table 2: Variables of the Model
Abbreviation Explanation
Dt
Total number of demands arriving for
current unit time
Dc Total number of demands by class c
D Total number of demands by all classes
Dc Total number of demands by class c
Dct
Total number of demands arriving for each
class for each unit time
S c The actually allocated resources to class c
BD Number of blocked demands by all classes
BDc Number of blocked demands by class c
(BD)t
Number of blocked demands from the
current unit time
(BDc)t
Number of blocked demands for class c
from the current unit time
AD Number of accepted demands by all classes
ADc Number of accepted demands by class c
(AD)t
Number of accepted demands from the
current unit time
(ADc)t
Number of accepted demands for class c
from the current unit time
PLT H
The number of preemption of higher
priority traffic by lower priority traffic
PHT L
The number of preemption of lower
priority traffic by higher priority traffic
S Hi
Squatted resources from higher priority
classi
S Li
Squatted resources from lower priority
classi
Ki Kicked resources from lower priority classi
4. Detailed Review on Alternative Resource Allocation
Models
This section is divided into two subsections, Resource Con-
straints Models (RCMs) such as BAMs, and Non Constrained
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Models (NCMs) such as First-In-First-Out (FIFO) as follows:
4.1. Resource Constraints Models
One of the techniques that may be used to define rules and
limits for link utilization for flow aggregates TCs is the BAM
in IETF literature [10]. BAM defines the rules that result in
granting, blocking or preemption of a flow on a particular link.
These models are associated and depend on the path selec-
tion algorithm (Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), Breadth-First
Search (BFS), other) which defines the links in a path used
by all flows. An adequate choice of the bandwidth allocation
model can directly lead to improved performance of the net-
work as a whole as well as in meeting QoS requirements de-
fined by the SLAs. There are alternative bandwidth alloca-
tion models such as MAM, RDM and AllocTC that will be
shortly described next. The above three models are based on
the requirements to support DS-MPLS-TE, as described in [34].
For the sake of keeping compatibility with RFCs, from 4125
to 4128 [19, 20, 46, 47], and according to traffic engineering
terms, the Bandwidth Constraint for class c can be defined as
(BCc = RCc). Thus, the BCc for a given class c corresponds
to the initially reserved (bandwidth) resource for this class. It
must be noted that, as commented in [19], the shares for each
class are not isolated. Consequently, the existence of the cross-
allocated bandwidth resource cannot be obviated.
4.1.1. Maximum Allocation Model (MAM)
MAM is described in [19]. It presents a simple model that
allows each class of service to have a reserved bandwidth and a
full share of the overall resources as far as shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: MAM allocation model
MAM model can be described as follows:
• The sum of reserved bandwidths for all classes (consider-
ing a fixed maximum number of classes of eight) is less or
equal to the maximum allocable bandwidth (less or equal
to R). In general, RCs may not be the same as the R.
• For each TC where S i is the resources allocated for TC has
c ∈ [0,N − 1] where c is the number of active class (c).
• All the active CT classes share the available bandwidth.
Each CTc can reserve a specific bandwidth quantity up to
S c. Note that S c cannot exceed RCc given by Eq. (1).
• With the restrictions, the total bandwidth allocated by all
classes may not exceed the R. In this way, the sum of
the total allocated resources occupied by demands S s of
a particular TC should always be less than or equal to the
RC associated with this TC for a particular link given by
Eq. (2).
• The sum of RCs for all classes is less or equal to R. How-
ever, the sum of RCc for c ∈ [0,N − 1] can go beyond
the threshold R given by Eq. (3). Moreover, the sum of
resource allocations of TC always corresponds to the re-
sources available for allocation on link considered with a
constraint:
S c <= RCc <= R (1)
N−1∑
c=0




RCc >= R (3)
MAM is attractive in some DS-TE environments for its simplic-
ity and intuitiveness, easy bandwidth control policy definition,
easy CoS isolation, and high resource (bandwidth) efficiency.
MAM is a strict allocation model of resources. Each class has
its proposed resources, and if the latter is not used, it cannot
be allocated to another class. Advantage of MAM is the abil-
ity to guarantee the resources for every class within the range
of resource constraints. The drawback of this model is low uti-
lization because any class that needs more resources than itself
cannot use the unused bandwidth from other classes.
4.1.2. Russian Doll Model (RDM)
RDM is described in [20]. It presents a more sophisticated
technique for bandwidth resource sharing among classes than
MAM as shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: RDM allocation model.
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RDM mechanism defines a Call Admission Control (CAC)
function that blocks any new class allocation if violating a sim-
ple rule:
1. Maximum number of RCs is equal to maximum number of
CTs = 8;
2. All demands from CTc must use no more than RCb (with
b ≤ c ≤ 7, and RCb ≤ RCb − 1, for b=1,. . . ,7), i.e.,:
3. All demands from CT7 use no more than BC7.
4. All demands from CT6 and CT7 use no more than BC6.
5. All demands from CT5, CT6 and CT7 use no more than
BC5 etc.
6. All demands from CT0... CT7 use no more than BC0 = R.
7. TCi = (CTc, P) where 0 ≤ i ≤ 7, 0 ≤ c ≤ 7, 0 ≤ P ≤ 7.
To illustrate the model, assume only three CTs are activated in
a link and the following RCs are configured: RC0 = 160 unit,
RC1 = 120 unit, and RC2 = 60 unit. Fig. 2 shows the model in
a pictorial manner (nesting dolls). CT0 could be representing
the best-effort traffic, while CT1 the non-real-time traffic, and
CT2 the real-time traffic. Following the model, CT0 could use
up to 100% of the link capacity given that no or traffic would be
present in that link. Once it comes into play, CT1 would be able
to occupy up to 75% of the link, and CT0 would be reduced to
25%. Whenever traffic would also be routed in that link, CT2
would then be able to use up to 37.5% by itself, CT1 would be
able to use up to 37.5% by itself, while CT0 could use up to
25% alone.
Contrary to MAM, RDM is different by the fact that the sum
of bandwidth that can be reserved by active CT j classes where,
j ∈ [0, c−1], cannot exceed the value of the resource constraints
RCi of the CTi. CTi is the range of the smallest active class. In
other words, i corresponds to the number of the lowest priority
class Eq. (4). Otherwise, this upper bound RCi which cannot be
exceeded, is delimited by R. The other conditions are the same
as MAM.
RDM is defined as follows:
1. For each i ∈ [0,N − 1]
c−1∑
j=i
S j <= RCi <= R (4)
Where N is the maximum number of classes considered in
the link.
The allocated resources for each class is recursively nested
in the contiguous class resources (for N=8).
2. With the constraint given by Eq. (5).
N−1∑
i=0
S i <= R (5)
3. The Unreserved Resources (UR) information for TCi is
used by the routers, checking against the RDM parameters,
to decide whether to preempt a demand. In other words, to
know the exact bandwidth of any established demand from
all of the resource constraints relevant to the CT associated
with that demand as in Eq. (6).
(UR)i = min[RCc −
∑
S (CTb, h) f or h ≤ P and c ≤ b ≤ 7,
RC(c−1) −
∑
S (CTb, h) f or h ≤ P and c ≤ b ≤ 7,
. . . ,
RC0 −
∑
S (CTb, h) f or h ≤ P and c ≤ b ≤ 7]
(6)
Note: as the consideration of admission control rule in IETF-
RFC documents, there may be more than one TC using the same
CT, as long as each TC uses a different preemption priority.
Also, there may be more than one TC with the same preemption
priority, provided that each TC uses a different CT. The network
administrator may define the TC in order to support preemption
across CTs, to avoid preemption within a certain CT, or to avoid
preemption completely, when so desired.
Note: according to the standard of the RFC 4127 [20] and
all other RFC documents, they assumed that the range of the
preemption priority from 0 to 7, and the highest setup priority
is 0 (lowest numerical value) and the lowest setup priority is 7.
To prevent the preemption, the setup preemption priority should
be less or equal the holding preemption priority.
In general, RDM leads to improved link utilization and opti-
mization when compared with the MAM model. However, the
general problem of the algorithms based on RDM is that the
resources reservation is carried out from the bottom to top; the
low priority traffic shares its resources with the higher priority
traffic and not the inverse. This way the bandwidth utilization is
more effective, but there are no guaranteed resources for higher
priority classes.
4.1.3. AllocTC-sharing Model (AllocTC)
AllocTC is described in [22]. The AllocTC keeps RDM
resource allocation strategy of Low-To-High (LTH) loans and
adds the possibility of High-To-Low (HTL) loans as shown in
Fig. 3.
                           CT                                     LTH-CT  
   HTL-CT                      CT                        LTH-CT   










Figure 3: AllocTC-sharing allocation model.
As such, AllocTC allows high priority classes to get re-
sources normally reserved for low priority classes. In brief,
loans are allowed in both directions (HTL and LTH). This
model targets networks in which link utilization is expected to
be maximized with weak isolation among TCs being accept-
able. This corresponds, typically, to networks with high prior-
ity elastic applications like multimedia services, among others.
AllocTC is defined as follows:
• Loan 1 "HTL" in this configurable allocation method, is
1The words "Loan" and "Share" are used interchangeably.
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the bandwidth allocated to lower priority CTs that are not
being currently used may be borrowed by higher priority
CTs; and
• Share "LTH" in this configurable allocation method, is the
bandwidth allocated to higher priority CTs that are not be-
ing currently used may be borrowed for lower priority CTs
(RDM style).
Where, S i is the total bandwidth allocated to demands belong-
ing to traffic classi. Therefore, the maximum value for S i can
defined by Eq. (7) and Eq. (8). For each defined TCi, a maxi-
mum allowed share (HT Li) and (LT Hi) is defined. The HT Li
and LT Hi values should not exceed the configured RCi.
HT Li <= RCi e LT Hi <= RCi (7)
MAX(S i) <= RCi +
N−1∑
j=i+1




AllocTC has as its main disadvantage the need to return bor-
rowed bandwidth (in both senses). Since high-priority TCs
may use bandwidth borrowed from low priority TCs, the high-
priority application may be preempted.
4.2. Non Constrained Models
FIFO model is described in [48]. FIFO is a method for or-
ganizing and manipulating a data buffer, where the oldest (first)
entry, is processed first. It is analogous to processing a queue
with first-come, first served (FCFS) behaviour: where the de-
mands leave the queue in the order in which they arrive as




Figure 4: FIFO model.
FIFO is an approach for handling the demands so that the old-
est demand is handled next. The advantage of this model that
is easy to be implemented, and any demand can share resources
from available resources in the network with no constraints on
the links of the network. The drawback of this model is that the
CoS is not considered on the link so, no guarantee for QoS.
5. Squatting and Kicking Model (SKM) Proposal
The need for network slicing and network virtualization for
5G networks requires models that support fast and dynamic dis-
covery and reservation of network resources that will often be
heterogeneous in type, implementation and independently ad-
ministered. Thus, the main idea of our proposed SKM exploits
resources partition and reservation according to different prior-
ity classes with the flexibility of using the full amount of re-
sources when they are not demanded by other class types. This
strategy is oriented to allocate the demands efficiently, but can
also be used as an admission control function.
5.1. Assumptions
The goal of the auto-provisioning, SKM model is to achieve
the more efficient dynamic allocation of the resources; moti-
vated by the observation of the usage of the link resources, from
a per-class resource usage perspective. Thus, in this work, we
assumed that every single link could support up to R resources
in the network where the size of R can be discrete or contin-
uous. N is the number of classes defined in the link, and R is
partitioned in classes, where RCc is the maximum reservable
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Figure 5: SKM-Strategy
5.2. The formal specification of SKM
The overall operation results in a resource (bandwidth) al-
location model that uses MAM, RDM, AllocTC integrated in
a configurable way through squatting and kicking strategies
to handle resources between classes/applications in a single
model. Beyond that, SKM still allows new intermediate config-
uration settings between existing models, in this specific con-
text of resource allocation.
For each demand, SKM starts working as a normal MAM
algorithm (Step 1). If resources are not enough, SKM check
where resources are not used, starting with higher priority
classes (Step 2). This is a big difference compared to traditional
schemes. If still resources are not enough or not available, in
step 3 the algorithm tries to borrow resources from lower pri-
orities. Finally, in step 4 the algorithm turns more aggressive,
expelling lower priorities when no other options are available.
SKM can be described and formulated according to the steps
from the Alg 1 as follows:
Step 1 (MAM): Upon arrival of a demand d j(CTc) belonging
to class c, following constraints are checked:
S c ≤ RCc (9)
∑N
c=1
RCc = R (10)
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Algorithm 1 Process Assignment algorithm for SKM
1: procedure Process Assignment(Loop D :Demands; Loop
Demands)
2: for Each Demand dl = dl(CTi) ∈ D do
3: if dl ≤ RCi then . Strategy MAM
4: Allocate dl resources from the class i
5: else if ∃ j s.t. j > i ∧ dl ≤ RC j − min(S j,RC j)
then . Strategy RDM or Squatting-High
6: Allocate dl resources from CT j . S H j
7: else if ∃ j where j < i s.t. dl ≤ RC j−min(S j,RC j)
then . Squatting-Low
8: Allocate dl resources from (CT j) . S L j
9: else
10: found-kick=false
11: for j=1 to i-1 do
12: if ¬(found-kick) and (∃dm(CTn) ∈ (CT j) ,
and , n<i) then










Eq. (9) ensures that the resources needed to serve the already
existing demands plus the new demand do not exceed class re-
sources constraint while Eq. (10), ensures that the total amount
of classes resources constraints should equal to R. If constraints
are satisfied, d j(CTc) is accepted else, try step 2.
Step 2 (Squatting-High): Try to squat unused resources
starting from the higher adjacent priority class upwards un-
til there are enough resources to satisfy d j(CTc). If there are
enough resources to satisfy d j(CTc), then accept d j(CTc) else,
try step 3. Note that the total allocatable resources in (CTc) can-
not exceed the class resource constraint RCc plus all squatted
resources from higher priority classes as in Eq. (11), Eq. (12)
indicates that S Hi is less or equal to the difference between the
class resource constraint and the minimum between the allo-
cated and the reserved resources for the same class. Note that
the highest priority class cannot use Squatting-High strategy.




S Hi ≤ RCi − min(S i,RCi) (12)
Step 3 (Squatting-Low): Try to squat unused resources
starting from the lower adjacent priority class downwards un-
til there are enough resources to satisfy d j(CTc). If the squat-
ted higher resources plus the squatted lower resources satisfy
d j(CTc), then accept d j(CTc) else, try step 4. Eq. (13) indi-
cates that the total allocatable resources in (CTc) cannot exceed
the class resource constraint plus all squatted resources in both
squatting high and low. Moreover, S Li is working like S Hi but
from lower classes, as shown in Eq. (14). Note that the lowest
priority class cannot use Squatting-Low strategy.







S Li ≤ RCi − min(S i,RCi) (14)
Step 4 (Kicking): Try to kick the assigned resources par-
tially or totally starting from the lowest priority class upwards
up to the lower adjacent class until there are enough resources
to satisfy d j(CTc). If the squatted higher resources plus the
squatted lower resources plus the kicked lower resources sat-
isfy d j(CTc), then accept d j(CTc) and count the kicked demands
as blocked demand for the same class else, d j(CTc) will be
rejected. Eq. (15) ensures that the total allocatable resources
cannot exceed the class resource constraint plus all squatted re-
sources in both squatting high and low plus all kicked resources
from the lower priority classes. Moreover, the total kicked re-
sources from lower class i Ki cannot exceed the class resource
constraints RCi as Eq. (16). Note that the lowest priority class
cannot use kicking strategy.










Ki ≤ RCi (16)
Squatting model, in any of its two high and low, is a less aggres-
sive technique than kicking but depending on the policy needed.
Therefore squatting technique is generally preferred over kick-
ing if the class requiring extra resource allocation.
6. Performance evaluation
In this section, a technical comparison of SKM against the
state of the art algorithm, the evaluation methodology that in-
cludes performance metrics and description of the simulations
scenarios are presented. Then, we present and discuss the ob-
tained results.
6.1. Technical behavior and other operational characteristics
Table 3 shows a set of possible behaviours and operational
characteristics adopted to manage network resources for an ex-
ample scenario. In other words, it is demonstrating the expected
utilization and acceptance ratio depending on the available re-
sources and load traffic in terms of the performance of SKM and
for other comparative models. As example scenario of SKM, in
the behavioral characteristics, SKM provides efficient resource
utilization in lower priority classes only before saturation case.
Also, SKM provides superior performance in the utilization of
higher priority classes and the total link after saturation case. In
general, SKM gives low isolation between the traffic classes
due to kicking strategy. In terms of operational characteris-
tics, SKM can share resources in both lower and higher pri-
ority classes and also SKM can kick all lower priority classes
resources either the borrowed or those that are reserved for that
class.
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Table 3: Technical behavior and operational characteristics comparison matrix
Behavioral characteristics FIFO MAM RDM AllocTC SKM
Efficient resource utilization





Low High High High
Efficient resource utilization





Low Low High Very High
Resource utilization along the
link high Low Low (but better than MAM) High High
Accepted demands of higher
priority classes along with the
link
Low Low Low Low Very High
Traffic classes isolation Not considered High Medium Low Low
Operational characteristics FIFO MAM RDM AllocTC SKM
PHT L Not considered No Yes Yes Yes
PLT H Not considered No No Yes No
Ki Not considered No No No Yes
6.1.1. Metrics
For the case of permanent demands (without lifetime), the
total acceptance ratio (AR), the total blocking probability (Bp),
the total utilization (U), the acceptance ratio per class (ARc), the
blocking probability per class (Bpc) and the utilization per class
(Uc) can be evaluated in Eq. (17-22) as below:
AR = AD/D (17)
ARc = ADc/Dc (18)
Bp = BD/D (19)
Bpc = BDc/Dc (20)
U =
∑D




j=1d j(CTc) IAc ( j)
R (22)
Where IA( j) and IAc( j) denote indicator functions that give 1 if
j belongs to A(j) or Ac( j), respectively, and give 0 otherwise.
The set A(j) corresponds to set of accepted demands and Ac( j)
corresponds to accepted demands by class c. Please recall that,
AR, ARc, Bp, Bpc, U, Uc, AD, ADc, BD, BDc, D, Dc, d j(CTc),
R and RCc definitions are given in Table 1 and Table 2.
6.2. Offline SKM Behavior
Fig. 6 presents the flowchart of the general procedures of
the offline SKM behaviour. This behaviour introduces a new
method for allocating resources to demands and facilitates re-
source management and reservation. In offline mode, the num-
bers of demands are known in advance. Therefore, in order to
simplify the computation, we arrange the demands according
to their priorities and size. Which means that if two demands
have the same priority, the demand with a larger size for a larger
amount will be allocated first to keep the utilization high in most
of the cases. This is to simplify the procedure of allocating ac-
cepted demands since this strategy will make kicking not to be
necessary (i.e., kicking operation becomes unnecessary since
the higher priorities are processed before). Note that in this be-
haviour, if a connection is closed, the associated class frees all
the resources it was using. Thus, all remaining classes have to
rearrange their allocated resources in order to keep as close as
possible to their native service policy.
6.2.1. Example of Proposed Offline SKM Algorithm
Fig. 7 shows the network topology that consists of (2) Nodes
(source to destination) and (1) link. The link in the network
has a capacity equal to 40 units and divided into four priority
classes. Each class has the same amount of resources equal to
10 units. Nine demands (all from source node S to destination
node D) try to be mapped using available resources in the net-
work as follows:
#1: From S to D, 8 units priority 3
#2: From S to D, 4 units priority 3
#3: From S to D, 7 units priority 4
#4: From S to D, 7 units priority 4
#5: From S to D, 9 units priority 1
#6: From S to D, 6 units priority 2
#7: From S to D, 6 units priority 3
#8: From S to D, 7 units priority 2
#9: From S to D, 12 units priority 4
For an example scenario, Table 4 shows the SKM behaviour
in the above-demonstrated example with an offline scenario in
terms of allocating and reservation of resources for the demands
by considering the traffic classes and the link capacities. Please
note that the allocating of the demands was after the sorting
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Figure 6: SKM Offline
which used ten units from its priority class resources and bor-
rowed two unused units from class 3 resources. Table 5 shows
the results of the offline SKM algorithm in terms of the link load
by each TC, Uc, U, ARc, AR, Bpc and Bp. From the results,
class 4, accepted three demands (#9 : 124, #3 : 74, #4 : 74) and
class 3 accepted two demands (#1 : 83, #7 : 63), then the link
is saturated. Moreover, all lower priority classes demands were
rejected.
The metrics for the finite duration (online) demands consid-
ered in our work are the following:
The total acceptance ratio, AR(T): The ratio between the
number of accepted demands and the total number of demands
until time T. Where the observation time is from t0 until T. Note:
we assumed that once the demand is rejected, it ceases to be
part of the demands in the second round or unit time (in other




Table 4: SKM example (Offline)




#9 : 124 (10,10,10,10) (10,10,8,0) S L3
#3 : 74 (10,10,8,0) (10,10,1,0) S L3
#4 : 74 (10,10,1,0) (10,4,0,0) S L2
#1 : 83 (10,4,0,0) (6,0,0,0) S L1
#7 : 63 (6,0,0,0) (0,0,0,0) S L1
#2 : 43 (0,0,0,0) Rejected
#8 : 72 (0,0,0,0) Rejected
#6 : 62 (0,0,0,0) Rejected
#5 : 91 (0,0,0,0) Rejected







The total blocking probability Bp(T): The ratio between the
number of blocked demands and the total number of demands







The acceptance ratio per class ARc(T ): The ratio between
the number of accepted demands by each class separately and








The blocking probability per class Bpc(T ): The ratio between
the number of blocked demands by each class separately and








The utilization U(T): The ratio between the accepted or used
resources in all classes within a time duration of T j and the total
capacity of resources at the time of observation Eq.( 27).
U(T ) =
∑D
j=1d j(CTc) IA( j) T j
R ∗ T
× 100 (27)
Where IA( j) Is an indicator function equal to 1 if j belongs to
A and 0 otherwise. The set A(j) corresponds to total accepted
demands.
The utilization per class Uc(T ): The ratio between the ac-
cepted resources by each class separately within T j and the total
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Table 5: SKM example (Offline) results
SKM
Strategy Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Link
Load
















Bp1=1/1 Bp2=2/2 Bp3=1/3 Bp1=0/3 Bp=4/9
Acceptance
ratio (AR) AR1=0/1 AR2=0/2 AR3=2/3 AR4=3/3 AR=5/9




j=1d j(CTc) IAc( j) T j
R ∗ T
× 100 (28)
Where IAc( j) Is an indicator function equal to 1 if j belongs
to Ac and 0 otherwise. The set Ac( j) corresponds to accepted
demands by class c.
6.3. Online SKM Behavior
Fig. 8 presents the flowchart of the general procedures of on-
line SKM behaviour. By using this behaviour, the traffic of the
network can be distributed fairly according to the QoS policy.
This provides efficient usage of network resources and solves
the online allocation problems such as the rerouting of the de-
mands according to the priority along the unit times. In the
online mode, the demands are sorted according to size and pri-
ority to minimize the number of kicking operation. The differ-
ence between the SKM behaviour in offline mode and online
mode is that in the online mode the sorting is done before the
process of the assignment of Alg 1 in each unit time as shown
in Alg 2.
Please note that either offline/online cases, sorting step im-
proves the resource usage in the network. Because sorting ac-
cording to the size tends to keep the utilization high in most
cases. Moreover, sorting according to the priority guarantees
the lowest amount of kicking procedure.
Algorithm 2 Resource assignment algorithm for SKM Online
1: procedure SKMOnline(D :Load)
2: for Each Unit Time ti do
3: Dselected ← D(i−1)n+1:in Fetch n demands sequen-
tially from D
4: Dchecked ← Φ(Dselected) Check Expired Demands
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Figure 8: SKM Online
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6.3.1. Example of Proposed Online SKM Algorithm
In this example, the network topology consists of (2) Nodes
and (1) link. The link in the network has a capacity equal to
40 units and divided into four priority classes; each class has
the same amount of resources equal to 10 units. Also, nine
demands are trying to be mapped using available resources in
the network and characterized by the source node, destination
node, demands size, priority and duration as indicated below.
Moreover, the generation rate is one demand per each unit time
are as follows:
#1: From S to D, 8 units priority 3, duration 6
#2 From S to D, 4 units priority 3, duration 4
#3: From S to D, 7 units priority 4, duration 7
#4: From S to D, 7 units priority 4, duration 7
#5: From S to D, 9 units priority 1, duration 5
#6: From S to D, 6 units priority 2, duration 4
#7: From S to D, 6 units priority 3, duration 5
#8: From S to D, 7 units priority 2, duration 3
#9: From S to D, 12 units priority 4, duration 6
For an example scenario, Table 6 shows the SKM behaviour
in the above-demonstrated example with an online scenario in
terms of allocating and reservation of resources for the demands
by considering the traffic classes and the link capacities. Please
note that the allocating of the demands was after the sorting
process in each unit. For instance, when the demand #3 : 74(7)
arrives at the network, firstly, we must do reordering with in-
cluding the new demand to the existing alive ones according
to size and priority. Next, the demands#3 : 74(7), #1 : 83(4),
#2 : 43(3) are allocated respectively. Table 7 shows the results
of the online SKM algorithm in terms of the link load by each
TC, Uc, U, ARc, Bpc, Bp and AR. From the results, class 4,
accepted three demands until the observation time #9 : 124(1),
#3 : 74(7), #4 : 74(6), class 3 accepted two demands #1 : 83(6),
#7 : 63(3), class 2 accepted two demands #6 : 62(3), #8 : 72(6)
and class 1 accepted one demand #5 : 91(3) then the link is satu-
rated. Please note that low priority demands with smaller sizes,
kicked #5 : 91(3) and #6 : 62(3) to satisfy the higher priority
classes demands.
6.4. Evaluation methodology
SKM assumed distinct configurations that, intuitively, indi-
cate that it can reproduce the behaviour of MAM, RDM and Al-
locTC. We complement the case study presented with a proof of
concept by simulating SKM using a simple point-to-point link
topology and comparing the results against the most referenced
RCMs, RDM and AllocTC. Besides, we did our simulations
scenarios in order to fully demonstrate the difference in the per-
formance between the SKM and the RCMs and, also, against
the most referenced NCMs, FIFO. It is important to mention
that the potential flexibility and dynamic behaviour of SKM is
the target of the presented simulations that is focused on validat-
ing the reproducibility characteristics of SKM model to ensure
the QoS levels (especially the higher priority classes) and to
achieve 100% network utilization. Moreover, five sets of sim-
ulations to evaluate the SKM performance were conducted in
this paper:
1. In the first set of simulation, we generally evaluate our pro-
posed SKM performance in terms of link load and link
load by TC as proof of concept by comparing our solution
against the most referenced models, RDM, AllocTC in one
scenario similar to [22], as explained in 6.5.
2. In the remaining sets of the simulations, we investigate
SKM aware overall performance on limited resources net-
works under different traffic loads and under varying de-
mands lifetime, in terms of link utilization, utilization per
class, total acceptance and acceptance ratio per class ratio
against RDM, AllocTC and FIFO, we did our scenarios in
online cases as follows:
• Scenario two: traffic load generated is the same for TCs of
all priorities as detailed in 6.6.1.
• Scenario three: traffic load generated is higher for TCs of
higher priority as detailed in 6.6.1.
• Scenario four: traffic load generated is high for TCs of
lower priority as detailed in 6.6.1.
• scenario five: we also tested the impact of varying number
demand lifetime on SKM performance as detailed in 6.9.1.
6.5. Evaluating overall performance of SKM-Simulation Sce-
nario one
The overall performance of SKM was compared to RDM,
AllocTC, in terms of total link load and link load by TC in a
single link of MPLS network, especially under saturation case.
The traffic load was generated high in the higher priority classes
to evaluate the performance of each strategy before and after the
saturation case. The proposed algorithm especially designed for
highly congested scenarios with strict constraints for the higher
priority classes. On the other hand, when the traffic is not con-
gested the SKM behaves similar to MAM, RDM and AllocTC.
6.5.1. Simulation scenarios settings
The simulation described focused on the comparative valida-
tion of SKM opportunistic behaviour in respect to MAM, RDM
and AllocTC.
We adopted the settings similar to [22] in which a single link
is used as a proof of concept. The link consists of three traf-
fic classes. The resource constraints for class 2 (highest priority
class) are equal to 40% of the link capacity, resource constraints
for class 1 are equal to 70% and resource constraints for class 0
are equal to 100%. The configuration parameters of the valida-
tion scenario can be summarized as follows:
• Link: 622 Mbps (STM-4 - SDH)
• Existing TC: TC0, TC1, TC2
• Table 8 shows the traffic classes that can be used through
the bandwidth constraint of each class and obtained in the
form of percentage and amount of resources.
• Number of demands equal to 1.000 and evenly distributed
demand bandwidth: 05 Mbps to 20 Mbps.
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Table 6: SKM example (Online)
# of demand : dp(t) Allocation
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Table 7: SKM example (Online) results
SKM
Strategy Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Link
Load by priority





U2 = (6*3) + (7*2)/
(40*9) = 8.89%
U3 = (6*3) + (8*6) +
(4*4) / (40*9)
= 22.778%






probability (Bp) Bp1 = 1/1 Bp2 = 1/2 Bp3 = 0/3 Bp4 = 0/3 Bp = 2/9
Acceptance
ratio (AR) AR1 = 0/1 AR2 = 1/2 AR3 = 3/3 AR4 = 3/3 AR = 7/9
• Exponential modeled demand request arrival intervals as
follows: demands TC0 - 8 s - delay of 500 s; TC1 - 4 s -
delay of 300 s; and demands TC2 - 2 s.
• Exponentially modeled demand time life: average of 150
seconds (should cause link saturation)
• Simulation stop criteria: number of demands
Table 8: Bandwidth Constraints (BCs) per TCs
BC Max BC % Max BC (Mbps) TC per BC
BC0 100 622 TC0 + TC1 + TC2
BC1 70 435.4 TC1 + TC2
BC2 40 248.8 TC2
The evaluation scenario was as follows:
Traffic generated is initially higher for TCs of higher priority.
The objective of this scenario was to validate the techniques
of bandwidth allocation approach of SKM and the ability to
generate high admission for the higher priority classes.
6.5.2. Scenario one Description and Results Evaluation
In this scenario, RDM, AllocTC and SKM are compared
when highest priority TC2 uses bandwidth above its bandwidth
restriction (RC2=BC2) hence guaranteeing traffic competition
and LTH demands in relation to TC1 and TC0 as shown in
Fig. 10.
Fig. 10a shows that the RDM limits the link utilization to
248.8 Mbps, corresponding to BC2 configuration. This results
from the fact that, in the simulation, only TC2 demands are
requested in the first 300 seconds approximately. As such, Al-
locTC and SKM show an improvement of link utilization in
relation to RDM. Moreover, when demands belonging to TC1
and TC0 are requested, RDM, AllocTC and SKM reach equiv-
alent link utilization. Unlike other models, our model accept all
demands for TC2 over the link and then TC1 until the lowest
TC0 respectively.
The link load by TC (Fig. 10b and Fig. 10c) shows the op-
portunistic AllocTC behaviour with demands borrowed being
returned when TC1 and TC0 setup required the borrowed re-
sources. TCs load resulting from AllocTC model become simi-
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Figure 9: Proof-of-Concept-Simulated Topology
to their respective classes. Fig. 10d shows that in case of link
saturation, the SKM gives the ability to TC2 which is the high-
est priority class of traffic to kick other lower priority TCs in
order to satisfy its demanded resources.
6.6. Evaluating overall performance of SKM-Simulation Sce-
nario two, three, four
In order to evaluate our solution, the simulated topology uses
one traffic source, one destination on the network consisting of
a single link shown in Fig. 9 as proof of concept. The capacity
of the link is equal to R=160 units. Moreover, the link resources
divided into four classes; each class has RCc= 40 units.
6.6.1. Simulation scenario settings two, three, four
In these simulations scenarios, the demands are generated
with a fixed lifetime of each demand equal to 1-time slot and
the size of each demand is also fixed equal to 1 unit as the min-
imum granularity for allocation. Each demand has single prior-
ity generated in a static manner since we want a fixed number of
demands for each priority class from (1 to 4) with a generation
rate of demands per each unit time equal to 240 demand. The
demands arrive at the system for service as follows: We assume
that all demands for class 4 arrive first then, all demands for
class 3 then, all demands for class 2 and then, all demands for
class 1 in each unit time. The total number of demands among
classes generated until 100 unit time is 24,000 for each sce-
nario. Moreover, Table 9 shows the traffic load consideration
(number of demands in each class) for validation scenarios in
each class in each unit time. The main objective of the scenar-
ios below is to analyze the performance of SKM under different
loading distributions among the different priority classes. The
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Figure 10: Comparison of Link Load and Link Load per Class in scenario one

















Class-Type 1 60 20 100
Class-Type 2 60 20 100
Class-Type 3 60 100 20
Class-Type 4 60 100 20
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• Scenario two: traffic load generated is same for TCs of all
priorities.
• Scenario three: traffic load generated is higher for TCs of
higher priority.
• Scenario four: traffic load generated is higher for TCs of
lower priority.
The purpose of scenario two is to demonstrate that the SKM can
guarantee to accept more demands (more strict on priorities) for
higher priority classes than AllocTC and RDM in case of same
loads.
The purpose of scenario three is to demonstrate that SKM
has an equivalent behaviour to AllocTC before the saturation
case when the load is high for higher priority classes. This is
verified by enforcing the share strategy of AllocTC or squatting
strategy. Also, SKM achieves more accepted demands than Al-
locTC and RDM at high loads for higher priority classes, which
is due to being stricter on priorities than the other algorithms af-
ter saturation case.
The purpose of scenario four is to demonstrate that SKM has
an equivalent behaviour to RDM and AllocTC at high loads
for lower priority classes. The simulation scenario enforces the
share or squatting strategy that is inherent to RDM.
6.7. Obtained simulation results
The performance of our proposed model is compared with
RDM and AllocTC in terms of the acceptance ratio per class,
utilization per class, link utilization and total acceptance ra-
tio. The results of the simulations for all these scenarios are
as shown in Figs. 11-14.
6.7.1. Scenario two Description and Results Evaluation
In this simulation scenario, Table 10 shows the summary of
the obtained results by each model from Figs. 11a - 11f in terms
of the metrics U, AR, Uc and ARc. Table 10 also shows the
numerical estimations (expected metric values).
The expected value of Uc for each algorithm is evaluated and





where pc is the probability of having a demand in class c ac-
cording to the performance of each algorithm.
Please note that in this scenario the AllocTC has an equiva-
lent performance to RDM in terms of U, AR, Uc and ARc since
in case of AllocTC, the higher priority classes borrowed unused
resources from the lower ones. But when the lower classes need
its resource, the borrowed resources are returned to their own
classes.
The expected value of U for each algorithm is evaluated and






The expected value of ARc for each algorithm is evaluated and





The expected value of AR for each algorithm is evaluated and






This proves that our simulations performance gives similar
results to the numerical estimations. Please note that utilization
per class in terms of numerical estimations is calculated in gen-
eral, from the expected performance of each class according to
applied strategy. On the contrary, the acceptance ratio is calcu-
lated on specific cases depending on the number of demands in
each class in each scenario.
As shown in Fig. 11 and Table. 10, SKM, RDM and AllocTC
resulted in 100% U and 66.67% AR where 160 demands are
accepted from 240 demands per each unit time. As expected,
SKM registered the highest performance among the other two
strategies (RDM, AllocTC) by 33.33% in terms of AR4. Simi-
larly, SKM outperforms RDM and AllocTC by 33.33% in terms
of AR3 (see Figs. 11a - 11c and Table. 10 for models compar-
ison in terms of AR4 and AR3). Further, in terms of Uc, SKM,
achieved 12.5% for class 4 and, 12.5% for class 3 more than
both RDM and AllocTC (see Figs. 11d - 11f and Table. 10).
The above results show a superior performance of SKM for
class 4 and 3 in terms of both ARc and Uc. This can be justi-
fied by the nature of SKM which permit higher priority classes
to share unused resources from the lower ones and vice versa.
Through the squatting technique, if there are enough resources
in the link (before saturation case), the demands will be allo-
cated with respect to the priority of the demands even if the load
was high in the higher priority classes. Moreover, in the satu-
ration case, SKM permits the higher priority users to expel the
lower priority users in order to satisfy the demand requirements
of the higher priority classes through kicking technique. There-
fore SKM guarantees acceptance of the entire demand from
class four and three as long as this demand does not exceed
the available resources. The results also reveal that RDM has
the same performance as AllocTC for the above classes under
the considered scenario in terms of both ARc and Uc.
This can also be justified by the nature of AllocTC which
permit lower priority classes to share unused resources from
the higher ones and vice versa similar to our proposal. But
in case of link saturation, unlike SKM, all borrowed resources
should be returned in both senses for AllocTC case. Therefore,
as illustrated in this scenario settings with same traffic load in
all classes, each class accepted 40 demand from 60 demands
that needed to be allocated (see Table 9). In terms of RDM
performance, the higher priority classes can not share unused
resources from the lower ones so it had the same equivalent
performance to AllocTC.
SKM achieves the lowest performance in lower classes due
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(f) RDM Utilization per Class
Figure 11: Comparison of Utilization and Acceptance Ratio per Class in scenario two
Table 10: Summary of scenario two results
Scenario two Same load Simulations results
Metrics U1 U2 U3 U4 U AR1 AR2 AR3 AR4 AR
SKM 0% 25% 37.5% 37.5% 100% 0% 66.67% 100% 100% 66.67%
AllocTC 25% 25% 25% 25% 100% 66.67% 66.67% 66.67% 66.67% 66.67%
RDM 25% 25% 25% 25% 100% 66.67% 66.67% 66.67% 66.67% 66.67%
Scenario two Same load Numerical estimations
SKM 0% 25% 37.5% 37.5% 100% 0% 66.67% 100% 100% 66.67%
AllocTC 25% 25% 25% 25% 100% 66.67% 66.67% 66.67% 66.67% 66.67%
RDM 25% 25% 25% 25% 100% 66.67% 66.67% 66.67% 66.67% 66.67
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Table 11: Summary of scenario three results
Scenario three
High load
in lower priority classes
Simulations results
Metrics U1 U2 U3 U4 U AR1 AR2 AR3 AR4 AR
SKM 0% 0% 37.5 % 62.5% 100% 0 % 0% 60% 100% 66.67%
AllocTC 12.5% 12.5% 25% 50% 100% 100% 100% 40% 80% 66.67%
RDM 12.5% 12.5% 25% 25% 75% 100% 100% 40% 40% 50%
Scenario three
High load
in lower priority classes
Numerical estimations
SKM 0% 0% 37.5% 62.5% 100% 0% 0% 60% 100% 66.67%
AllocTC 12.5% 12.5% 25% 50% 100% 100% 100% 40% 80% 66.67%
RDM 12.5% 12.5% 25% 25% 75% 100% 100% 40% 40% 50%
lower priority users in order to satisfy the demand requirements
of the high priority classes as shown in Table. 10, Fig. 11a and
Fig. 11d. On the other hand, SKM intends to favor users be-
longing to high priority classes in terms of admission and re-
source allocation hence the observed superior performance for
high classes at the expense of low priority classes. Moreover,
this behaviour makes SKM a right candidate for prioritized ad-
mission control.
6.7.2. Scenario three Description and Results Evaluation
In this simulation scenario, Table. 11 shows the summary of
the obtained results by each model in terms of utilization and
acceptance ratio from Figs. 12a - 12f and compares it with the
expected results.
Fig. 12 illustrates that the SKM outperforms RDM and Al-
locTC in the highest priority class by 60% and 20% in terms of
AR4 and by 37.5% and 12.5% respectively in terms of U4 (as
the expected from the behaviours). AllocTC achieves higher
acceptance ratio and utilization than RDM in class 4 since in
AllocTC performance the higher priority classes can borrow
unused resources from the lower ones (class 4 shared 40 re-
sources from the lower classes) as shown in Table 9. This is
attributed to the fact that scenario three considers the higher
priority classes to have more demand than the lower priority
classes. Also, from the results, SKM outperforms RDM and
AllocTC in class 3 by 20 % in terms of AR3 and by 17.5% in
terms of U3 (as the expected from the behaviours) as shown in
Fig. 12a- 12f and Table. 11. The SKM approach registers high-
est AR and U performance, in the higher priority classes due
to the kicking operation as explained earlier. Moreover, even
when the lower classes have fewer demands than the assigned
resources, the unused resources can be shared by higher priority
classes which is not the case with RDM. If there are any unused
resources in class 1 or 2 for the case of RDM, these resources
will stay idle even if there is congestion in the higher priority
classes.
In terms of U and AR, when we increase the load in higher
priority classes, the RDM performance is the lowest one among
the three strategies by achieving 50% as AR and 75% as U.
Where the lower priority classes can only share resources from
the higher ones. So, in all unit times, the total acceptance ratio
along the link cannot be 160/240 = 66.67% as in SKM and
AllocTC even if the number of demands more than the capacity
of the link (see Table. 11). This is because each class cannot
exceed its resources constraints (class 1 = 20 units, class 2 =
20 units, class 3 = 100 units, class 4 = 100 units) as shown in
Table 9.
Finally, from results of scenario three, by increasing the num-
ber of demands in the higher priority classes we can realize
a significant performance difference between SKM, AllocTC
and RDM approach in terms of the strictness on priority. Thus,
SKM provided better performance in terms of AR and U.
6.8. Scenario four Description and Results Evaluation
In this simulation scenario, Figs. 13a and 13b reflect the be-
havior of each algorithm in terms of Uc, U, ARC and AR along
100 unit times.
Simulations for scenario four showed that SKM, AllocTC
and RDM have similar behaviour for traffic patterns in which
lower priority classes have greater demands for resources. This
is as expected from the performance of each algorithm since
the lower classes can share all unused resources from the higher
ones.
6.9. Evaluating overall performance of SKM-Simulation Sce-
nario five
To evaluate the impact of the increase of demand lifetime
on the performance of SKM against other state of the art algo-
rithms, we used the same network topology of scenarios two,
three and four but with varying demand lifetimes and consider-
ing a random number of demands. In this scenario, we also cal-
culate the U, Uc, AR and ARc. Please note that in this scenario,
we compared the SKM against FIFO in order to demonstrate
that our proposed model gives 100% U similar to NCMs. Be-
sides, SKM provides a good QoS level among different priority
classes.
6.9.1. Simulation scenario five setting
In the simulations, the demands are generated with a lifetime
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(f) RDM Utilization per Class
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(b) SKM, AllocTC, RDM Utilization per Class
Figure 13: Comparison of Utilization and Acceptance Ratio per Class in scenario four
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the size of each demand is also fixed equal to 1 unit as the min-
imum granularity for allocation. Each demand has a single pri-
ority generated randomly from (1 to 4) with a generation rate
of demands per each unit time equal to 200 demand. The to-
tal number of demands among classes generated until 100 unit
time is 20,000 demands for each simulation. Table. 12 shows
the summary of the simulation scenario 5.
Table 12: Simulation Scenario five
Simulation Time: 100 Unit time







The objective of this scenario is to analyze the effect of de-
mand lifetimes on the performance of each scheme under high
traffic load for higher priority classes.
6.9.2. Scenario five Description and Results Evaluation
In this simulation scenario, Table 13 shows the summary of
the obtained results by each model in terms of utilization and
acceptance ratio from Figs. 14a - 14f in terms of the results from
simulations for the the metrics U, Uc, AR, ARc. From Fig. 14
and the shown Table 13, FIFO (where no classes are consid-
ered), SKM and AllocTC resulted into 100% U and 51% AR
as opposed to 97.14% and 48.43% achieved by RDM in terms
of U and AR respectively. The reason that the RDM model
offers the lowest U and AR is that in this scenario, the higher
priority demands arrived at the system with a high load, but the
higher priority classes cannot share resources from lower prior-
ity classes.
As expected, SKM outperforms RDM in class 4 by 39.41%
in terms of AR4 and by 70% in terms of U4 (see Fig. 14b,
Fig. 14d, Fig. 14f and Fig. 14h). From the results, the SKM
model offers the lowest Uc and ARc in the other classes against
other schemes in this scenario as shown in Table 13. This is
because of the increasing of the demand lifetime due to that
the demanded resources to stay for a long time in the system.
So, this makes it difficult to accept new demands for the other
classes. Furthermore, SKM permits lower priority classes to
share unused resources from the higher ones and vice versa
through squatting technique even if the load was high in the
higher priority classes as long as there are enough resources in
the network. However, in the saturation case, SKM permits the
higher priority users to expel the lower priority users in order to
satisfy the demand requirements of the higher priority classes
through kicking technique.
As expected, SKM outperforms AllocTC in class 4 by
36.83% in terms of AR4 and by 68.45% in terms of U4 (see
Fig. 14b, Fig. 14c, Fig. 14f and Fig. 14g). This can be justified
by the nature of AllocTC which permit lower priority classes
to share unused resources from the higher ones and vice versa
like our proposal, but in case of saturation, unlike SKM, all bor-
rowed resources should be returned in both senses for AllocTC.
As expected, in this scenario SKM outperforms FIFO in
terms of U4 and AR4 by 50.56% and 21.72% respectively (see
Fig. 14b, Fig. 14a, Fig. 14f and Fig. 14e). FIFO does not con-
sider classes so it cannot provide QoS. Moreover, FIFO will
not result in the same utilization and acceptance ratio across
the different classes due to the difference in load distributions.
As expected, more loaded classes will have more acceptance
and utilization since more demands from these classes will have
high chances of arriving first for admission.
These results from the considered scenario justify that SKM
is better in resource management and admission control model
for prioritized services than the existing sharing schemes. In
other words, SKM achieves 100% as the total resources utiliza-
tion (same as FIFO), and at the same time is suitable for elastic
and resources eager high-priority applications. SKM is more
strict on priorities by achieving and guaranteeing a good level
of QoS (especially the higher ones) under large demands life-
time, which cannot be achieved by AllocTC, RDM, MAM and
FIFO.
7. AR asymptotic value along lifetime
In this section, we will explain the behaviour of algorithms
in terms of AR with growing of the demands lifetime. Table 14
shows the summary of the obtained results from each strategy
from Fig. 14 in terms of AR tendency (i.e., where AR values
converge).
According to RDM performance (lowest priority class can
use resources up to capacity of the link, but when the higher
class need its resources, preemption will be used to remove the
demands from lower class) we used 160 resources as capac-
ity of the link and for each class c, 40 as resource constraints.
Moreover, we used 100 unit time (equal to 20000 demands),
and the generation rate is 200 demand for each unit time as
in scenario 5. Also, we set the demands from generating file
to be as follows: 45% for class 4, 35% for class 3, 10% for
class 2 and 10% for class 1. Please note that total number of
demands equal to 20000 demand and is put randomly in the
list of file. In other words, 9000/20000 = 45%, 7000/20000 =
35%, 2000/20000 = 10%. So the average number of demands
per class arriving at each unit time is as follows: 90 demands
for class 4 (200*45%), 70 demand for class 3, and 20 demands
for class 2 and 1. From this justifications we can find out the
ARc for each class, for example with demand lifetime equal to
one unit time, at start point, AR1 = 20/20 = 100% as average
and similar for AR2 but AR3 = 40/70 = 57.14% (because the
resource constraints is equal to 40), AR4 = 40/90 = 44.44% and
AR = 120/200 = 60% as shown in Fig. 14d. But by increasing
the demand lifetimes, the resources will be occupied for a long
time in the system. As we illustrated in the previous sections,
we assumed that once the demand is rejected, it ceases to be
part of the demands in the second round or unit time (In other
words leaves the system). Also, once fully served or expired,
then it leaves the system. Thus, we can know the expected AR
tendency for each class with the demand lifetimes growth (with
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(h) RDM Utilization per Class
Figure 14: Comparison of Utilization and Acceptance Ratio per Class in scenario five
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Metrics U1 U2 U3 U4 U AR1 AR2 AR3 AR4 AR
FIFO 10.4% 10.11% 35.42 % 44.44% 100% 51.63% 51.55% 51.37% 51.28% 51.45%
SKM 0% 0% 5% 95% 100% 0% 0% 12% 73% 51%
AllocTC 23.55% 23.55% 26.36% 26.55% 100% 76.07% 76.05% 43.69% 36.17% 51.61%
RDM 23.59% 23.55% 25% 25% 97.14% 76.11% 76.05% 40.67% 33.59% 48.43%
Table 14: AR tendency
Strategy AR1 AR2 AR3 AR4 AR
FIFO 44.44% 44.44% 44.44% 44.44% 44.44%
SKM 0% 0% 0% 64% 44.44%
AllocTC 66.67% 66.67% 36.36% 30.8% 44.44%
RDM 66.67% 66.67% 36.36% 30.8% 44.44%
can be achieved by each class divided by the total arriving de-
mands in the current unit time plus the accepted demands from
the previous unit times as follows: AR1 = AR2= 40/(20+40) =
66.67%, AR3 = 40/(40+70) = 36.36%, AR4 = 40/(40+90)130 =
30.8% and AR = 160/(160+200) = 44.44% (see Table 14 and
Fig. 14d).
According to AllocTC performance, either lower or higher
priority classes can share unused resources from other ones and
if the link is saturated, the borrowed resources will be returned
in both directions. Therefore, if the demand lifetime is equal to
one unit time then AR1 = 20/20 = 100% as average and similar
for AR2 but AR3 = 40/70 = 57.14%, AR4 = 80/90 = 88.89% and
AR = 160/200 = 80% as shown in Fig. 14c. Also, we can find
out the expected AR tendency for each class with the demand
lifetime growth as follows: AR1 = AR2 = 40/(20+40) = 66.67%,
AR3 = 40/(40+70) = 36.36%, AR4 = 40/(40+90)130 = 30.8%
and AR =160/(160+200)=44.44% (see Table 14 and Fig. 14c).
According to SKM performance, higher priority classes can
share unused resources from the lower ones and if the link is
saturated, the higher priority classes will kick the lower ones
until they meet their demands. Therefore, if the demand life-
time is equal to one unit time then AR1=0/20=0% as average
and similar for AR2 but AR3= 70/70=100%, AR4=90/90=100%
and AR=160/200=80% as shown in Fig. 14b. Also, we can
find out the expected AR tendency for each class with the de-
mand lifetime growth as follows: AR1 = AR2= 0/(20)=0%,
AR3=0/(40+70)=0% (this is because that class 4 kicked class
3 to satisfy its resources), AR4 = 160/(160+90)250 = 64% and
AR =160/(160+200) = 44.44% (see Table 14 and Fig. 14b).
According to FIFO performance, any demand can share a
resource from the available resources in the link and no classes
are considered. Therefore, if the demand lifetime is equal to
one unit time then AR = 160/200 = 80% on average as shown in
Fig. 14a. Also, we can find out the expected AR tendency with
the demand lifetime growth as follows: AR= 160/(160+200) =
44.44% (see Table 14 and Fig. 14a).
8. Summary of the findings from the simulations
RCMs are used to increase the link efficiency and admission
control of users by enforcing different resource constraint for
various classes of traffic so that different service QoS perfor-
mance can be maximized. Therefore, it is of interest to mea-
sure the performance of RCMs by the metrics that are related to
the number of Accepted/utilized demands under various opera-
tional conditions. Based on that, the performance of RDM, Al-
locTC, SKM and FIFO for assigned demands has been analyzed
and compared. In particular, 5 different scenarios have been ex-
amined: (1) validation of our proposed model with most refer-
enced models; (2) same load for each class; (3) increased load
(number of demands) in lower priority classes; (4) increased
load in higher priority classes; (5) evaluating the impact of in-
creasing of the lifetime on the performance of SKM. We mea-
sure the QoS levels of the four strategies under these scenarios
and show the trade-off between resource sharing efficiencies of
the strategies.
• The simulation results showed, as in the third scenario,
that the proposed model significantly optimized the link
utilization, i.e., up to 100%, with strict resource con-
straints. Moreover the model achieved good QoS lev-
els for the higher priority classes, i.e., 37.5%, 62.5% Uc
and 60%, 100% ARc for class3 and class 4 respectively
as compared to 25%, 25% Uc for RDM and 25%, 50%
Uc for AllocTC, and 40%, 40% ARc for RDM and 40%,
80% ARc for AllocTC as in Table. 11 and Fig. 12. The
superior performance of SKM compared to the other ap-
proaches is attributed to the fact that SKM sorts the de-
mands according to priority and size. This is to allocate
the demands from higher priority classes before the other
ones to optimize the resource allocation process for the
higher priority classes and improve overall network uti-
lization. Besides, even when lower priority classes occupy
resources, SKM employs the kicking mechanism to pre-
empt the low priority users to allocate resources to the
high priority classes. Furthermore, SKM permits sharing
resources between lower and high priority classes, a sim-
ilar per link behaviour in relation to AllocTC traffic dis-
tributions. Also, SKM modified the RDM behaviour that
permits only lower priority classes to share resources from
the higher ones. This can be justified by results in which
RDM achieved 50% in terms of AR compared to 66.67%
achieved by SKM (see Table. 11). This is attributed to the
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fact that since scenario three considered more load distri-
bution in the high priority classes, most of the resources
were used up to satisfy the demands of class 4 (highest
priority class) hence little left for class3 which is lower in
priority. A similar trend is observed for the case of total
resource utilization where a high AR correlates to high U
and vice versa.
Consequently, SKM was more strict on priorities than Al-
locTC and RDM under different traffic loads. This can
also be justified from all scenarios results, such as the re-
sults from the second scenario, SKM achieved 100% AR4,
100% AR3, 66.67% AR2, 0% AR1 as opposed to 66.67%
AR4, 66.67% AR3, 66.67% AR2, 66.67% AR1 achieved in
both AllocTC and RDM (see Table. 10).
• In terms of AR3 for class 3, SKM outperforms the be-
haviour of RDM and AllocTC in two scenarios (two,
three) by realizing 100% and 60% as AR3 compared to
66.67%, 40% and 66.67%, 40% achieved for RDM and
AllocTC respectively (see Table. 10 and Table. 11).
• It should be noted that SKM gives a lower performance for
class 1 and class 2 in terms of ARc. This behaviour is ex-
pected since SKM intends to favor users belonging to high
priority classes in terms of acceptance ratio, hence can be
used as an approach for prioritized admission control (see
Table. 10, Table. 11 and Table. 13).
• In terms of total resource utilization and total acceptance
ratio, the simulation results indicated no significant differ-
ence in performance between FIFO, SKM and AllocTC.
Furthermore, FIFO has no constraints on the link and per-
mits resource sharing across all admitted demands with-
out consideration of classes of services. However, for the
case of FIFO, this is achieved at the expense of QoS guar-
antee for high priority classes. For instance, in scenario
5, SKM was observed to guarantee 95% U for the high-
est priority class (class 4), which is not possible by using
RDM or AllocTC or FIFO. Also, SKM guaranteed 73%
AR4 compared to 33.59% for RDM, 36.17% for AllocTC
and 51.45% for FIFO (see Table. 13).
• Regarding performance of permanent and finite duration
performance demands, in the case of the permanent de-
mand, considering scenario three (increase the load in
higher priority classes), RDM registered 25%, 25%, 25%
and 25% Uc across the four classes respectively, while for
the finite duration demands case (lifetime equal to one) for
RDM, Uc for class 1 was 12.5%, class 2 12.5%, class3
25%, class 4 25% as shown in Table. 11 and Fig. 12f.
• In case of FIFO, considering finite demands, any demand
can share resource from the available resources in the link
and gives utilization in the classes from 1 to 4 as follows:
0%, 25%, 37.5%, and 62.5%, respectively similar to SKM,
since we fixed the order of the generated priority demands
as shown in Table. 11 and Fig. 12d. This can be justified
because, in SKM performance, the demands were sorted
according to size and priorities at first, to avoid using the
kicking operation as a strategy to simplify the complexity
of this aggressive step. After that, the process of allocation
starts.
On the other hand, for FIFO, considering permanent du-
ration demands the results of the average utilization for
classes from 1 to 4 were as follows: 0%, 0%, 0%, and
100%, respectively. It is observed that in both perma-
nent demands and finite duration demands cases, FIFO
and SKM gave the same performance in terms of accep-
tance ratio and utilization across all the classes. This can
be justified by the results in which RDM offers higher per-
formance for lower classes either for the permanent dura-
tion demands case or for the finite demand case since the
higher priority classes limit its resources.
• In case of AllocTC, considering permanent demands, the
results of AR were as follows: for class 1 = 25%, for class
2 = 25%, for class 3 = 25% and class 4 = 25%. For Al-
locTC, considering finite duration demands, the results of
AR were as follows: for class 1 = 12.5%, for class 2 =
12.5%, for class 3 = 25% and fro class 4 = 50% as shown
in Table. 11 and Fig. 12e. This is attributed to the fact that
when demands arrive with finite duration case, the unused
resources can be allocated to the higher priority classes
until the lower priority class users reclaim these resources
through the preemption mechanism.
• We also analyzed the impact of processing and time costs.
The proposed algorithm behaviour has a sorting step,
which requires slightly more memory, but we did not mea-
sure and focus on the cost in terms of memory since our
focus was the run time of the algorithms. SKM achieved
1 hour, 4 minutes, 54 seconds and 77 milliseconds as av-
erage runtime to serve the demands after running the al-
gorithms 20 times using scenario 3. RDM and AllocTC
have a slightly lower run time complexity (35 and 20 min-
utes respectively) than SKM. However, SKM provided
very high utilization and acceptance ratio in higher priority
classes, as shown in Table. 11 and Fig. 12. Also, when we
compare the proposed algorithm with FIFO, SKM’s run
time complexity is approximately 45 minutes more than
FIFO. Please note that in general, the processing cost and
time infinite demands case will be more than in permanent
demands case which is attributed to the fact that the sort-
ing is done in each unit time under finite demands case,
while in the case of permanent demands case the sorting
operation is performed once. Please also note that the used
computer had Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 CPU 6400 @ 2.13GHz
Memory 6GB.
From the above results, SKM turns out to be a smart strategy for
prioritized admission control compared to RDM and AllocTC
in both, permanent demands and finite duration demands cases.
This is because SKM can allow greater sharing of resources
among different classes, and guarantee high QoS for high pri-
ority classes in all the test scenarios. Moreover, higher resource
utilization efficiency is achieved due to the flexible sharing of
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resources in SKM. It also registers a better global resource uti-
lization compared to RDM in both traffic scenarios and the
same performance as FIFO and AllocTC. These results justify
that SKM is a better resource management and admission con-
trol model for prioritized services than the existing schemes.
9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
BAMs are of great value in the context of efficient and cus-
tomized use of network resources. Therefore, in this paper, we
formally defined the SKM techniques (i.e., online and offline
SKM) for strict constraints and validated the SKM techniques
against other states of art algorithms. Moreover, we demon-
strated that SKM could provide full utilization, clearly differ-
entiate priorities, and strictly prioritize resource allocation to
higher priority classes as opposed to other proposals. The SKM
starts working as a simple MAM algorithm, very conservative.
However, the behaviour changes when more resources are re-
quested and it gets more aggressive when higher priorities are
not able to get enough resources. Simulations have validated
the SKM considering the performance in a single link in terms
of utilization and acceptance ratio, including metrics per prior-
ity class. The proof of concept and the results of our simulations
showed that thanks to our proposed SKM model, we cannot
only significantly optimize the overall network utilization but
also achieve proper QoS levels (especially the higher priority
ones). SKM was compared to the RDM and AllocTC for cases
of permanent and finite duration demands. In RDM, the reser-
vation of resources is made from bottom to top and not the re-
verse. So, in this way, the resource utilization is more effective
in comparison to MAM, which does not permit resource sharing
across classes, but in this case, there is no guaranteed bandwidth
for higher priority classes. Therefore, the benefit of using SKM
is that the given class can use the unused resources from other
classes (high or low) by means of initiating a squatting process,
this is similar to the to AllocTC in per link behaviour of traffic
distribution scenario. Beyond that, in SKM, the usage of re-
sources for the higher priority classes is greater than originally
reserved. SKM guarantees 100 percent of admission of high
priority demands as long as there are resources in the lower pri-
ority classes regardless of whether these resources are unused
or occupied by the lower priority classes by means of initiating
a kicking process. It is expected that groups of higher prior-
ity applications on multi-service networks could benefit from
improved link utilization achieved by SKM. This corresponds
to dynamically providing support to improve the quality of the
application (SLA) for traffic distributions that occur in actual
network operation, which means that the SKM is strict on pri-
orities more than AllocTC and RDM.
As for the case of the FIFO approach, the demand can share
any available resources from the link, but the problem is the
demands can be coordinated or handled from oldest to newest
only with non-definition of classes of service (no-constraints
in the links) so, no guarantee for QoS. However, also applying
SKM model, the performance is the same or very close to FIFO
in terms of the scalable distribution of resources from either
low or high classes and in addition to the feature of providing
the quality of service by considering the priorities in the link.
From the simulations results, irrespective of the load distri-
bution among classes, such as in scenario two, SKM was found
to guarantee 100% acceptance ratio for the higher priority users
(class 4, class 3) whenever the higher priority demand does not
exceed the available network resources as compared to 66.67%
for RDM and AllocTC respectively. The SKM Model can re-
produce the behaviour of MAM, RDM, and AllocTC in a single
model and, as such, generalizes the inherent behaviour of these
BAMs in a single implementation.
An important advantage of adopting SKM instead of a single
BAM model instance in a network is to provide network man-
agers with a single solution (model) that allows the optimization
of network and link utilization with different load profiles. In
effect, SKM provides some adaptability since it may be config-
ured to have distinct behaviour for distinct load profiles.
Another SKM inherent advantage that has not been totally
explored in this paper is that, since it is a single model, the rules
for preemption and shares may be adjusted to provide a smooth
migration among the behaviour of current existing BAMs. In
fact, SKM may potentially cope with the dynamics of the net-
work traffic load profile and have sets of configured behaviours
for them, including transition patterns of behaviours. Beyond
that, SKM still allows new intermediate configuration settings
between existing models, in this specific context of resource al-
location. In effect, it is now possible with SKM to define Kick-
ing strategy, Squatting-High and Squatting-Low for all traffic
classes. New allocation strategies include the integration of the
three strategies to provide a set of additional capabilities that
might be capable of supporting new classes of traffic load pro-
files that have not been supported each of the above in a single
or multi-BAM implementation.
Finally, SKM is a suitable strategy regarding some emerg-
ing technologies that are characterized by diverse QoS require-
ments and prioritized admission control. This is typical of 5G
networks which are expected to serve flexible and diversified
requirements hence the need to allocate resources dynamically.
As a future extension, we intend to include full network
topology to study the SKM performance in the paths to opti-
mally allocate demand of available resources across the net-
work. As another future work, SKM will be improved by
considering aforementioned thresholds to define and guarantee
minimum resources for each class that will avoid resources beat
down for lower priority classes. Moreover, we want to men-
tion that other parameters such as delay can be integrated into
our proposed algorithm. Last but not least, SKM can also be
adapted to the allocation of node resources with minimal mod-
ification, which we consider as future work.
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